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Abstract: In this paper we construct spacial types of partial balanced in-
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1. Introduction

The strongly regular graphs and its relation with partial balanced incomplete
block designs(PBIBD’s) and Association Scheme were studied in [1] and [3] they
have shown that the strongly regular graphs are emerged from PBIBD with two
association schemes. Very recently papers [1] and [7] which show the relation
between the dominating sets of strongly regular graphs and PBIBD’s. In this
paper, we construct spacial type of partial balanced incomplete block designs,
in Petersen graph and folded 5- cube(16, 5, 0, 2) graph and we generalize this
result to all SRNT graphs.
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We refer to [4], [5] and [6] for the necessary background about strongly
regular graphs, and PBIBD’s

2. Definitions and Notations

Definition 1. A strongly regular graph with no triangles (SRNT graph)
G with the parameters (n, k, 0, µ) is k- regular graph with n vertices such that
for any two adjacent vertices have no common neighbours, and any two non-
adjacent vertices have µ common neighbours.

Lemma 2. If G is an strongly regular graph with parameters (n, k, 0, µ)
then k(k − 1) = µ(n− k − 1)

Proof. It is clear from [3] that for any strongly regular graph(n, k, λ, µ) we
have k(k−λ−1) = µ(n−k−1) and in strongly regular graph without triangles
we have λ = 0, then directly we get k(k − 1) = µ(n− k − 1).

Definition 3. Given v objects a relation satisfying the following conditions
is said to be an association scheme with m classes:

(i) any two objects are either first associates, or second associates,..., or mth

associates, the relation of association being symmetric.

(ii) each object α has ni i
th associates, the number ni being independent of

α.

(iii) if two objects α and β are ith associates, then the number of objects
which are jth associates of α and kth associates of β is pijk and is independent

of the pair of ith associates α and β. Also pijk=pikj.

Definition 4. The PBIB design is arrangement of v objects into b sets
(called blocks) of size k where k < v such that

(i) every object is contained in exactly r blocks.

(ii) each block contains k distinct objects.

(iii) Any two objects which are ith associates occur together in exactly λi

blocks.

Definition 5. A triple (V,B, I) is called incidence structure, where V and
B are two non empty disjoint sets and I ⊆ V × B . The elements of V are
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called points, the elements of B are called blocks, and the elements of I are
called flags.

Definition 6. A t−(v, k, λ) design, is an incidence structure with v points,
k points on a block, and any subset of t points is contained in exactly λ blocks,
where v > k, λ > 0. The number of blocks is b and the number of blocks on
a point is r. The designD is resolvable if its blocks can be partitioned into
r parallel classes, such that each parallel class partitions the point set of D.
Blocks in the same parallel class are parallel. Clearly each parallel class has
m = v/k blocks. D is affine resolvable, or simply affine, if it can be resolved
so that any two nonparallel blocks meet in µ points, where µ = k/m = k2/v is
constant. Affine 1-designs are also called nets. The dual design of a design D
denoted D∗. If D and D∗ are both affine, we call D a (µ,m) symmetric net.

Definition 7. A 1- design 1− (v, k, r) is called tactical configuration (or
simply configuration) with parameters v, r, k and b := vr/k.

3. Results

Proposition 8. Let u and v be any two adjacent vertices in Petersen

graph in Figure. 1 then a design with point set P = {N(u)
⋃

N(v)}-{u,v}and
block set B contains those vertices which has distance 2 from u and v is PBIB

design, and this design is symmetric(1, 2) net.
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Proof. By fixing any two adjacent vertices in Petersen graph for example 1
and 2 see Figure.1. Then the point set is P = {3, 5, 7, 8} and the block set is
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{4, 6, 9, 10}, where
4 := {5, 3},
6 := {5, 8},
9 := {3, 7},
10 := {7, 8}.

we can define 2-association scheme on the points as follows

The two points in P are first associates, if they do not belong to any block
set, second associates, if they belong to exactly two blocks, and with this defi-
nition we give the table of association scheme below

Elements First Associates Second Associates
3 8 5,7
5 7 3,8
7 5 3,8
8 3 5,7

With this association scheme. One can verify the design D(P,B) is a PBIB

design (v′ , b′ , r′ , k′ , λ1, λ2) = (4, 4, 2, 2, 0, 1) and P1 =

[

0 0
0 2

]

and P2 =

[

0 1
1 0

]

.

We can also prove the design D(P,B) is 1 − (4, 2, 2) is affine design which its
dual is also affine design with the same parameters; that is D is a symmetric
(1, 2) net.

Proposition 9. Let u and v be any two adjacent vertices in Clebsch graph

in Figure. 2 then a design with point set P = {N(u)
⋃

N(v)}-{u,v}and block

set B contains those vertices which has distance 2 from u and v is PBIB design.

Proof. By fixing in two adjacent points in clebsch graph for example 1 and
2 see Figure. 2. Then the point set is P = {3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13} and the block
set is {4, 7, 11, 14, 15, 16}, where
4 := {3, 5, 6, 8},
7 := {3, 5, 12, 13},
11 := {5, 6, 10, 13},
14 := {3, 8, 9, 12},
15 := {9, 10, 12, 13},
16 := {6, 8, 10, 14}.

Now it is clear that any point in the set P appear in 3 block sets and we
can see any two points u, v in P one of the following statements are true
(I) u, v does not belong to block set.
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(II) u, v belong to exactly one block.
(III) u, v belong to exactly two blocks.

On the basis of the properties above, we can define 3-association scheme on
the points as follows

The two points in P are first associates, if they do not belong to any block
set, second associates, if they belong to exactly one block set and third asso-
ciates, if they belong to exactly two block sets. and with this definition we give
the table of association scheme below

Elements First associates Second associates Third associates
3 10 6,9,13 5,8,12
5 9 8,10,12 3,6,13
6 12 3,9,13 5,8,10
8 13 5,12,10 3,9,6
9 5 3,6,13 8,10,12
10 3 5,8,12 6,9,13
12 6 5,8,10 3,9,13
13 8 3,6,9 5,10,12

With this association scheme, one can easily verify that, the design D =
(P,B) which define above is a PBIB design with the parameters (v′ , b′ , r′ , k′ , λ1,

λ2, λ3) = (8, 6, 3, 4, 0, 1, 2) and P1 =





0 0 0
0 0 2
0 3 0



 and P2 =





0 0 1
0 2 2
1 0 2
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Figure. 2

It is easy to prove that the PBIB design arising from Clebsch graph above is
a tactical configuration with the parameters 1−(8, 4, 3), and so we can using the
same method for other SRNT graphs from Hoffman-singleton graph(50,7,0,1)
we get the tactical configuration 1− (12, 2, 6), from Gewirtz graph (56, 10, 0, 2),
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we get the tactical configuration 1−(18, 4, 8), and from M22 graph (77, 16, 0, 4),
we get the tactical configuration 1− (30, 8, 12).

So we can make generalization for all strongly regular graphs without tri-
angles by the next theorem.

Lemma 10. If G is strongly regular graph without triangles with the

parameters (n, k, 0, µ). Then (2k − 2)(k − µ) = 2µ(n − 2k).

Proof. We have (2k − 2)(k − µ) = 2(k2 + (1− k)µ− k), and by Lemma 1.2

we have n = k(k−1)
µ

+ k + 1, by substitute in 2µ(n− 2k), we get

2µ(n−2k) = 2µ(k(k−1)
µ

+k+1−2k) = 2(k2+(1−k)µ−k). Hence (2k−2)(k−µ) =
2µ(n− 2k).

Theorem 11. Let G be SRNT graph with the parameters (n, k, 0, µ) and
let v, u be any two adjacent vertices and letD be the design which its point set is

P = {N(v)
⋃

N(u)}−{u, v} and block set B contains those vertices which has

distance 2 from v and u. ThenD is a tactical configuration 1−(2k−2, 2µ, k−µ).

Proof. First we will prove that each point in P is appear in k − µ blocks,
let x be any point in P , then either in N(u) or in N(v) and x does not belong
to both N(v) and N(u). suppose x is in N(v), then we know that X is of
degree k in G that is the point x adjacent with µ vertices in N(u) because x
and u are non adjacent, hence x adjacent with k−µ vertices in the set B, then
every point in P is appear in k − µ blocks. Clearly to prove that eash block
contains 2µ points, let C be any block set in B, then C as a vertex in G has µ
common neigbourhoods with the vertex v and it has µ common neigbourhoods
with the vertex u so C as a block set contains 2µ from the point set P , and
also we can prove that the nuber of blocks b = n − 2k, also by lemma 3.3 we
have (2k − 2)(k − µ) = 2µ(n − 2k). Hence 1 − (2k − 2, 2µ, k − µ) is a tactical
configuration.
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